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PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE INDUCEDTRANSFORMATIONS IN CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS OF C60K. P. Meletov a*, G. A. Kourouklis baInstitute of Solid State Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, RussiabPhysis Division, Shool of Tehnology, Aristotle University of ThessalonikiGR-54006, Thessaloniki, GreeeReeived June 23, 2011The great advantage of the C60 moleule is its potential for polymerization, due to whih the moleule anbe the building blok of new all arbon materials. In addition, it ontains both sp2 and sp3 hybridized arbonatoms, whih allows synthesizing new arbon materials with desired physiohemial properties using both typesof arbon bonding. The one- and two-dimensional polymeri phases of C60 are prototype materials of this sort.Their properties, espeially polymerization under pressure and room temperature via ovalent bonding betweenmoleules belonging to adjaent polymeri hains or polymeri layers, an be used for further development ofnew materials. The present review fouses on the study of the pressure-indued polymerization and thermo-dynami stability of these materials and their reovered new phases by in-situ high-pressure Raman and X-raydi�ration studies. The phonon spetra show that the fullerene moleular age in the high-pressure phases ispreserved, while these polymers deompose under heat treatment into the initial fullerene C60 monomer.Contents1. Introdution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7972. Pressure-indued transformations in the2D-T polymer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7993. Transformations of the 2D-R polymer athigh pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 805

4. Pressure- and photo-indued transforma-tions in the linear polymer of C60 . . . . . . . . . 8095. Thermal stability of fullerene poly-mers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8126. Conlusions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 814Referenes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8151. INTRODUCTIONFullerene C60 is a moleular rystal formed byall-arbon moleules with a losed-age struture anda nearly spherial shape. The moleular ages anbe thought as generated by 12 pentagons and 20hexagons with 60 equivalent arbon atoms arrangedon a nearly spherial shell approximately 7Å in di-ameter. Kroto et al. identi�ed the fullerene C60 asan all-arbon losed-age moleule in 1985 [1℄ (Nobel
Prize in hemistry in 1996). At room temperature, thealmost ompletely freely rotating C60 moleules forma lose-paked fae-entered ubi (FCC) struture.The polymerization potential of C60 was reognizedvery early as e�eted by the destrution of a numberof double bonds and the reation of ovalent bonds via[2+2℄ ylo-addition reation resulting from the sp3-li-ke fourfold oordinated arbon atoms. The pristineC60 has a great potential to form various polymeriforms due to the 30 unsaturated double C=C bonds*E-mail: mele�issp.a.ru 797



K. P. Meletov, G. A. Kourouklis ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012in the moleular age. Initiators of the polymeriza-tion proess have been identi�ed as i) visible light [2℄,ii) alkali metal doping [3; 4℄, and iii) high-pressu-re/high-temperature (HPHT) treatment of the pris-tine C60 [5�7℄. The important alterations in the stru-tural features of the polymeri C60 are the dereasein the intermoleular distanes and the deformationof the fullerene moleular age, whih results in lo-wering the symmetry of the parent C60 moleule [2℄.The photopolymerized C60 material mainly ontainsdimers on the surfae of the samples due to the smallpenetration depth of the visible light; the materialbeomes insoluble in ommonly used solvents, but re-verts to the initial monomer under heating for a shortperiod of time at about 500 K [2℄.Bulk quantities of C60 polymers have been madeavailable after the development of the HPHT poly-merization tehnology [5�7℄. The C60 moleules formordered linear polymeri hains or two-dimensionalpolymeri layers at low and intermediate pressureP and temperature T [5; 7℄. At higher P and T ,rather disordered FCC strutures are formed, whihare based on 3D ross-linked polymerization in thematerial [8; 9℄. At high nonuniform pressure and hightemperature, the disordered 3D polymeri phases �so-alled ultrahard fullerite phases � are formed[10�13℄. The linear polymeri hains (1D polymer)with four sp3-like oordinated arbon atoms in thefullerene moleular age are obtained for tempera-tures in the range 500�600 K and pressure higherthan 1 GPa [7℄. Parallel straight hains form twoorthorhombi strutures that belong to the pseudo-tetragonal Immm spae group (pressure above 2�3 GPa) and the orthorhombi (O) Pmnn spae group(pressure below 2 GPa) [14℄.The planar polymeri layers (2D polymer) witheight or twelve sp3-like oordinated arbon atoms inthe fullerene moleular age, obtained at temperaturesin the range 700�900 K and pressures 1.5�9 GPa, formtetragonal (T) and rhombohedral (R) rystalline poly-meri strutures [5; 7℄. The tetragonal struture, usu-ally observed at pressures below 5 GPa, an be stabi-lized in two types of staking; the Immm orthorhom-bi struture (atually tetragonal beause the a andb axes are almost equal) and the P 42=mm tetrago-nal struture [14℄. The alulated lattie energies ofthese strutures are very lose, but the energy of theP 42=mm staking is lower than that of the Immmstaking, a fat that results in the growth of samplesmostly ontaining the P 42=mm struture with some

inlusions of the Immm struture [15℄. The rhombo-hedral struture, usually obtained at pressures higherthan 5 GPa, is also stabilized in two types of layerstaking while both strutures are desribed by theR�3m spae group [14℄.The interest in the polymeri strutures of C60arises primarily from the theoretially predited highhardness of the 3D ross-linked fullerene polymers[16℄. The rather disordered rystal struture of thesepolymers is FCC; it beomes more and more disor-dered as the treatment temperature is inreased [14℄.Theoretial investigation [17℄ has predited that theordered 3D-polymerized C60 might be formed evenat room temperature by the appliation of uniaxialpressure perpendiular to the polymeri layers of the2D-T phase of C60 belonging to the pseudo-tetragonalImmm spae group. Aording to the density fun-tional alulations, polymerization must take e�etat the lattie onstant  = 10:7Å, whih is attain-able at P � 20:2 GPa. This phase, having 24 sp3-li-ke and 36 sp2-like hybridized arbon atoms per eahC60 moleule, is stable under ambient pressure [17℄.The eletroni struture of the new phase is metal-li, in ontrast to other fullerene polymers and pris-tine fullerene, whih are all known to be semiondut-ing [18; 19℄. It is interesting that the alulated bulkmodulus of this phase is approximately 47 GPa, whihis onsiderably smaller than that of diamond, in on-trast with the expeted high sti�ness of the 3D-poly-merized fullerenes [16℄.Another theoretial study [20℄ predited that uni-axial ompression perpendiular to the hains in the1D or to the polymeri layers in the 2D polymeriphases of C60 also leads to 3D polymerization ofC60. The ab initio alulations performed using anumerial-atomi-orbital density funtional methodfor 1D and 2D polymeri body-entered orthorhom-bi C60 strutures have shown two metastable 3Dpolymeri strutures having 52 and 56 sp3-like oordi-nated arbon atoms per C60 moleular age. In thesephases, the moleular ages are preserved, as are thepolymeri bonds originally present in the hains orplanes. In addition, the polymeri struture with 56sp3-like oordinated arbon atoms per C60 moleuletransforms under further ompression to 14 GPa to anew polymeri phase with 60 sp3-like oordinated ar-bon atoms [20℄. All these phases are semiondutingand their bulk and shear moduli are expeted to berespetively around 300 and 260 GPa.798
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Fig. 1. Raman spetra of various polymer phases ofC60 along with that of monomer C60 reorded at nor-mal onditions. The assignment given for C60 refers toits moleular modes. Insets: the loation of fullerenemoleular ages in various polymer phases and the ar-rangement of interage ovalent bondsThe haraterization of the rystalline polymers ofC60 is based mainly on the X-ray di�ration studiesof their rystal struture and arrangement of poly-meri bonds. The important information about poly-mer properties an also be obtained from Raman sat-tering and IR-absorption optial measurements. TheRaman sattering and X-ray di�ration studies an beused e�etively for in-situ studies of phase transitionsand irreversible transformations at high pressure bythe use of diamond anvil ells. In addition, Ramanspetrosopy applied to the pristine C60, 1D-O, 2D-R,and 2D-T polymers provide an e�etive tool for theiridenti�ation. This methodology has been establishedthrough ombined Raman and IR-absorption spetro-sopi measurements and X-ray di�ration studies onsamples prepared under arefully ontrolled P=T on-ditions [21℄.Morover, the perturbations of C60 ages, ausedby high pressure or hemial bond formation, are ef-fetively monitored by Raman spetrosopy [22; 23℄.

The Raman spetra of the rystalline polymers alongwith that of the pristine C60, emphasizing their har-ateristi features related to the partiular material,are reprodued in Fig. 1 at ambient onditions and inthe frequeny region 150�2000 m�1. The insets inFig. 1 show the loation of fullerene moleular agesin the various polymeri phases and the arrangementof the interage ovalent bonds among the polymerinetworks. The most important probe of the polymeriphases of C60 is the behavior of the Ag(2) pentagonalpinh (PP) mode of the C60 moleule. This mode isrelated to the in-phase strething vibration, whih in-volves tangential displaements of arbon atoms witha ontration of pentagonal rings and an expansion ofhexagonal rings. The PP mode frequeny downshifts inall polymeri forms of C60 due to the formation of theintermoleular ovalent bonds. This leads to a dereasein the average intramoleular bond sti�ness.In the ase of the FCC rystal struture of the C60monomer, the Ag(2) mode is observed at 1468 m�1.In the 1D-O polymer, this mode is observed at1458 m�1 [21℄. In the 2D-T polymer, two intensepeaks at 1446 and 1464 m�1 are observed; the peakat 1446 m�1 has been proposed to be the PP modeof the 2D-T polymer and the 1464 m�1 peak may beattributed to the presene of C60 dimers or ativationof the fF1g(3)g moleular mode [21℄. Finally, in thease of the 2D-R phase, the Ag(2) mode exhibits thestrongest softening and is observed at 1408 m�1. Thephonon frequenies of the rystalline polymeri phasesof C60 and the mode assignment, based on the iosahe-dral symmetry of the parent C60 moleule [21; 24; 25℄,are tabulated in Table 1.In this review, we disuss the experimental studiesof pressure-indued transformations in the linear andplanar rystalline polymeri phases of C60. We presentthe systemati work related to the linear and planarpolymers of C60 with the intention to doument thepressure-indued transformations assoiated with theinrease in the degree of polymerization. We believethat starting with the polymerization proess of C60,additional materials interesting for appliations will beprodued involving both arbon bond properties andvarious forms of dimensionality. This beomes moreappealing after the new insight into arbon materialshas been provided by the graphene struture proper-ties. 2. PRESSURE-INDUCEDTRANSFORMATIONS IN THE 2D-TPOLYMERFor some important reasons, we begin with the2D-T polymer. This polymeri form has a struture799



K. P. Meletov, G. A. Kourouklis ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012Table 1. Phonon frequenies for the 2D-R, 2D-T, 1D-O, and the transformed 1D-O polymer phase of C60. Theorresponding values for monomer C60 are also inluded2D-R polymer [30℄ 2D-T polymer [26℄ 1D-O transformed [47℄ 1D-O polymer [47℄ Monomer C60 [21℄Mode !i, m�1 Mode !i, m�1 Mode� !i, m�1 Mode !i, m�1 Mode !i, m�1Hg(1) 245 Hg(1) 259 248 Hg(1) 251 Hg(1) 273Hg(1) 267 Hg(1) 280 266 Hg(1) 270Hg(1) 308 288Hu(1) 342 333 Hu(1) 340F2u(1) 366 366389Gu(1) 406Hg(2) 415 411Hg(2) 438 Hg(2) 431 427 Hg(2) 425 Hg(2) 437Hg(2) 451 Hg(2) 450Ag(1) 492 Ag(1) 481 484 Ag(1) 486 Ag(1) 496F1u(1) 520 521 
(x) 523F2g(1) 532 F2g(1) 536 527F1g(1) 558 F1g(1) 563 561Hu(2) 579 F1g(1) 588Hu(2) 596 598
(x)�� 610 614Hu(3) 640 634 Hg(3) 635654Hg(3) 666 662Hg(3) 695 694F2u(2) 709 707 Hg(3) 707 Hg(3) 710Hg(3) 712 722Hg(3) 731 739Hg(4) 749 Hg(4) 747 752 Hg(4) 752F2g(2) 767Hg(4) 776 Hg(4) 772 774 Hg(4) 769 Hg(4) 774F2u(3) 827Hu(4) 856 853 
(x) 843Hu(4) 868 
(x) 864 903 
(x) 897800



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012 Pressure and temperature indued transformations : : :Table 12D-R polymer [30℄ 2D-T polymer [26℄ 1D-O transformed [47℄ 1D-O polymer [47℄ Monomer C60 [21℄Mode !i, m�1 Mode !i, m�1 Mode� !i, m�1 Mode !i, m�1 Mode !i, m�1Gg(2) 958 Gg(2) 951 947 
(x) 957959F1g(2) 977 F1g(2) 970 969987F2u(4) 1016F2u(4) 1037 1027 
(x) 1034Hg(5) 1042 
(x) 1041Hg(5) 1078 Hg(5) 1090 1082 Hg(5) 1082Hg(5) 1109 Hg(5) 1107 1105 Hg(5) 1105 Hg(5) 1100Gg(3) 1158 Gg(3) 1176Gg(3) 1195 1190 Hg(5) 1190F2g(3) 1204 F2g(3) 1206 1205Hg(6) 1224Hg(6) 1230 1241 Hg(6) 1240 Hg(6) 1243Hg(6) 1260 1257 Hg(6) 1258Gg(4) 1314 Gg(4) 1299 Hg(6) 1307Hg(7) 1385 Hg(7) 1404 1386 Hg(7) 1398Ag(2) 1410 1423 Hg(7) 1416Hg(7) 1428 1429 Hg(7) 1430 Hg(7) 1428Ag(2) 1447 1442 Hg(7) 1442F1g(3) 1463 1455 Ag(2) 1457 Ag(2) 1470F1g(3) 1495Hg(8) 1554 F2g(4) 1543 1559Hg(8) 1563 Hg(8) 1567 1559 Hg(8) 1560Hg(8) 1569 Gg(6) 1598 Hg(8) 1575 Hg(8) 1575Gg(6) 1621 1621 Hg(8) 1621Gg(6) 1627�No assignment an be made. �� Some modes with unknown assignment.
12 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 (10) 801



K. P. Meletov, G. A. Kourouklis ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012belonging to the pseudo-tetragonal Immm spae groupand provides a more straightforward way for struturaltransformation at high pressure as predited theoreti-ally [17℄. In addition, the alulated new high-pressurephase has very interesting physial properties [17℄. The�rst in-situ Raman measurements in the 2D-T polymeras a funtion of pressure up to 12 GPa have shown aontinuous and reversible pressure dependene of thephonon frequenies [26℄.Further measurements at higher pressures have re-vealed dramati hanges in the Raman spetra, whihour in a narrow pressure region near 20 GPa [27; 28℄.This is depited in the Raman spetra of the 2D-Tpolymer of C60 in the frequeny range 180�2050 m�1,reorded for pressures up to 27.5 GPa and room tem-perature (Fig. 2a) [27℄. The spetral region near the T2gmode of diamond (1332 m�1 at ambient pressure [29℄)is omitted. As the pressure inreases, the Raman peaksshift to higher energies and their bandwidth graduallyinreases. The broadening is further enhaned for pres-sures higher than 10 GPa due to the solidi�ation ofthe pressure-transmitting medium. Preursors of theinoming strutural transformation an be reognizedas an inrease in the Raman bandwidths ombined witha derease in their intensity, as well as the appearaneof a new peak at a higher energy in the Raman spe-trum at 17.5 GPa. Pronouned hanges in the Ramanspetrum are observed at the pressure 20.7 GPa; somepeaks disappear, while a number of new intense peaksappear and at the same time their intensities inreasewith inreasing pressure. These hanges in the Ramanspetrum, learly seen at 20.7 GPa, unambiguously ev-idene the strutural transition to a new high-pressurephase.The Raman spetra (Fig. 2b) of the high-pressurephase, reorded upon pressure release, show a shiftof the Raman peaks to lower energies, while the Ra-man intensity distribution does not hange and thehigh-pressure phase is reovered at ambient onditions.The pressure dependene of the phonon frequeniesgives a better illustration of the e�et of pressure onthe 2D-T polymer. This is shown in Fig. 3 for bothphases [27℄. The frequeny of the majority of the peaksin the new phase an be traed bak to the peaks ofthe initial 2D-T polymer, whih means that the C60moleular ages are preserved up to the highest pres-sure of 27.5 GPa. There are spei� harateristis inthe pressure dependene of the phonon modes, whihare indiative of 3D polymerization.First, we see a strong sublinear pressure dependeneof the Hg(1) and Ag(1) modes, whih are related to ra-dial out-of-plane displaements of the arbon atoms.

This is assoiated with the fast derease in the inter-layer distane and therefore with the enhanement ofthe Van derWaals interation among adjaent 2D poly-meri layers. Suh a behavior is typial for 2D poly-meri layers and is observed in the 2D-R polymer [30℄.Seond, the pressure oe�ients �!i=�P of the Ra-man modes in the initial phase of the 2D-T polymer,whih vary between �1:2 and 7.6 m�1/GPa, are largerthan those of the high-pressure phase, whih are in therange from�0:2 to 4.1 m�1/GPa. For omparison, thepressure oe�ients of the Raman modes in the pristineC60 vary between �4:1 and 9.8 m�1/GPa [31℄. Theabove data are in aordane with the fat that poly-merized materials beome harder as the polymerizationdegree inreases [8; 17; 32℄.Third, several Raman modes, of the high-pressurephase, loated in the frequeny region 550�800 m�1,exhibit hanges in their pressure slopes to higher val-ues as the pressure dereases below 10 GPa. This be-havior was predited theoretially and is due to theinrease in the tetragonal lattie parameter a of thehigh-pressure phase at ambient pressure by 0.3Å, tothe value 9.4Å [17℄.Fourth, an indiation of the 3D polymerization isthe behavior of the phonon mode at about 1040 m�1,whih is related to the ovalent intermoleular bondingwithin the 2D polymeri layers [8; 21℄. This mode is as-soiated with vibrations of sp3-like oordinated arbonatoms; the frequeny of this mode is lower than thatof the T2g mode of diamond [29℄ beause of di�erentlengths of sp3-like bonds in the 2D-T polymer (1.64Å)and diamond (1.54Å). The 3D polymeri phase pro-posed in [17℄ ontains two types of sp3-like oordinatedarbon atoms with di�erent bond lengths related toin-plane and out-of-plane ovalent bonding. In thehigh-pressure phase, the 1040 m�1 mode of the ini-tial 2D-T polymer splits into two omponents with fre-quenies 1029 and 1064 m�1 due to the appearane ofthe out-of-plane ovalent bonding, while the softeningof the lower frequeny band to 1029 m�1 is related tothe relaxation of the tetragonal lattie parameter [17℄.In addition, the pressure oe�ients of the Ramanpeaks at 1029 m�1 (3.8 m�1/GPa) and 1064 m�1(2.8 m�1/GPa) are omparable to that of the T2gmode of rystalline diamond (2.7 m�1/GPa) [33℄.Finally, the hanges in the region of the Ag(2) PPmode are related to the breakdown of a large numberof double C=C bonds in the high-pressure phase re-sulting in the disappearane of the PP mode and theappearane of a number of new Raman peaks, with themost intense of them loated near 1842 m�1. The newRaman peaks in the region of the PP mode are related802
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Fig. 2. Raman spetra of the 2D-T polymer of C60 at 300 K and various pressures, reorded for (a) inreasing and (b)dereasing pressure runs. The numbers m=n indiate the relative sale of the spetrato strething vibrations of the remaining double C=Cbonds, whih have di�erent bond lengths [34℄.The reovered high-pressure phase undergoes a vio-lent transition, sort of being �detonated�, after a periodof a few days, probably due to the sample heating uponlaser irradiation. The piees of the detonated sampleare haraterized by two ompletely di�erent Ramanspetra shown in Figs. 4 and 4d [27℄. The Ramanspetrum of the main part of the detonated sample issimilar to that reorded from a mixture of dimers andmonomers of C60 (Fig. 4) [2℄. The presene of thisphase in the detonated sample gives a de�nitive proofthat the C60 moleular ages are preserved in the high-pressure phase of the 2D-T polymer. The weak Ramanspetrum of the other phase, whih is only a small partof the detonated sample, is shown in Fig. 4d. The spe-trum onsists of two relatively broad peaks at 1342 and1591 m�1 and is similar to that of the D- and G-bandsoriginating from mirorystalline graphite sample withdefets [35℄.The results of Raman measurements at high pres-sure have been veri�ed by in-situ X-ray di�ration stu-dies of the rystal struture of the 2D-T at high pres-sure [36�38℄. The behavior of the rystal lattie pa-rameters of the planar 2D-T and 2D-R polymers of

C60 at pressures up to 7 GPa was studied by X-raydi�ration in [37℄, but the ruial pressure range wasnot ahieved. The strutural harateristis inferredfrom high-pressure Raman data were veri�ed by theX-ray study of the 2D-T polymer at pressures up to37 GPa, whih has revealed a strutural transition near24 GPa [36℄. As a result, the transformation from a2D to a 3D polymer was learly demonstrated. Theobtained strutural model, however, di�ers from thatpredited theoretially [17℄ beause the 3D polymeriza-tion was e�eted via the formation of interlayer 3 + 3yloaddition along the body diagonal [36℄.The ompressibility of the initial 2D-T polymerobtained by X-ray studies is highly anisotropi; theambient-pressure ompressibilities along and perpen-diular to the polymeri layers di�er by more than 20times [36; 37℄. After the transition to the high-pressurephase, the rystal struture remains tetragonal, the lat-tie parameter ratio =a dereases abruptly from 1.66to 1.36, while the anisotropy of ompressibility disap-pears. The bulk modulus (407 GPa) of the high-pressu-re 3D polymeri phase determined by X-ray di�rationmeasurements [36℄ is onsiderably higher than that pre-dited theoretially [17℄ and slightly smaller than thatof diamond (443 GPa). This is de�nitely a onsequene803 12*
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Fig. 4. Raman spetra of the initial 2D-T polymer andof the reovered high-pressure phase after pressure re-lease, reorded at ambient onditions. The numbers1=n indiate the relative sale of the spetra. (a) Theinitial 2D-T polymer. (b) The high-pressure phase ofthe 2D-T polymer. () The main omponent amongthe piees of the detonated sample identi�ed as a mix-ture of the C60 monomer and the dimer. (d) The dis-ordered graphite phase identi�ed among the piees ofthe detonated sampleof the obtained strutural model of the 2D-to-3D tran-sition [36℄, whih di�ers from the one predited theo-retially in [17℄.Thus, the X-ray di�ration study [36℄ on�rms thatthe transformation found for the �rst time by Ramanmeasurements [27; 28℄ is indeed of a strutural natureand is related to 3D polymerization of the initial 2D-Tpolymer. However, suh a strutural transition wasnot found in an earlier X-ray di�ration study of the2D-T polymer at high pressure [38℄, whih has showna gradual amorphization of the initial polymeri phaseat pressures higher than 20 GPa. A possible reasonfor this disagreement is the strong dependene of thepressure-indued 3D polymerization of the 2D-T poly-mer on the strutural details of the initial polymeriphase.As we have mentioned, there are two rystal stru-tures of the 2D-T polymer, haraterized by the spaegroups P 42=mm and Immm. Beause the initial2D-T polymer in [36℄ was Immm with an approxi-mately 20% impurity of P 42=mm, the 3D polymer-ization, whih is harateristi of the Immm struture,did our. But in samples with a struture belongingto the P 42=mm spae group as the majority phase,a di�erent transition is expeted at a di�erent pres-

sure. Beause this proess ompetes with amorphiza-tion due to the nonhydrostatiity onditions in the di-amond anvil ell, this an be the reason for the resultsobserved in [38℄.3. TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE 2D-RPOLYMER AT HIGH PRESSURETo verify the theoretial preditions [20℄ aboutfurther polymerization of the linear and planar poly-mers of C60 under high pressure, a number of in-situhigh-pressure Raman experiments were performed[30; 39; 40℄. As in the ase of the 2D-T polymer,the 2D-R polymer shows an irreversible transition athigh pressure and room temperature to a new phaseharaterized by very broad Raman bands, typial of adisordered state [30℄. A more detailed study by Ramanspetrosopy, at pressures up to 30 GPa, have shownthat the new high-pressure phase is most likely assoi-ated with a further 3D ross-linked polymerization ata pressure approximately 15 GPa via haoti ovalentbonding between adjaent polymeri layers [39℄.The Raman spetra of the 2D-R polymer of C60,in the frequeny range 100�2050 m�1 reorded uponpressure inrease up to 30 GPa are illustrated inFig. 5a [39℄. The initial spetrum, taken at about0.9 GPa, is similar to that at ambient onditions, whihexhibits typial Raman features of the 2D-R polymerexept some additional peaks, indiated by arrows, as-soiated with the presene of oligomers in the startingmaterial [21℄. The frequenies and the assignment ofthe Raman modes of the 2D-R polymer of C60, in re-ferene to irreduible representations of the C60 sym-metry group, are tabulated in Table 2 [30℄. The ha-rateristis of the Raman spetra under high pressureare similar to those of other C60 polymers; the Ramanpeaks shift to higher energy, their bandwidth gradu-ally inreases, and intensity redistribution among vari-ous Raman modes ours. The relative intensities ofthe Hg(3), Hg(4), Gg(2), F1g(2), Hg(8), and Gg(6)modes inrease and the intensities of the Hg(1) andAg(1) modes derease while the broadening of the Ra-man peaks is enhaned above 10 GPa. The Ramanspetrum exhibits drasti hanges near 15 GPa, whereit beomes very di�use and loses its �ne struture inall frequeny ranges. The transformation is preededby a rapid derease in the intensity of the Ag(2) PPmode, whih vanishes at pressures above 15 GPa. Thebroad Raman features above P � 15 GPa, designatedas 
(1)�
(9) in Table 2, an be traed bak to theinitial 2D-R polymer and seem to inorporate the or-805
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Raman shift, m�1Fig. 5. Raman spetra of the 2D-R polymer at room temperature and various pressures, reorded for (a) inreasing and(b) dereasing pressure runs. The vertial arrows indiate peaks related to the presene of oligomers in the material. Thenumbers 1=n indiate the relative sale of the spetraresponding group of the narrow Raman peaks of thismaterial.Figure 5b shows the Raman spetra of thehigh-pressure phase upon pressure release [39℄. De-reasing the pressure from 30 GPa to ambient pressureresults in a gradual shift of the Raman peaks tolower energies without any observable hanges inthe Raman intensity distribution. The high-pressurephase remains stable down to ambient onditions andthe reovered sample is rather stable at least for aperiod of about one week. The Raman spetra of thereovered material taken at various sites of the sampleare idential and their di�use nature is indiative ofa highly disordered state. It is worth noting that theRaman spetrum of the reovered sample di�ers asmuh from that of the mirorystalline graphite withdefets as from that of amorphous arbon [35℄.The pressure dependenes of the phonon fre-quenies of the 2D-R polymer in the energy range820�1720 m�1 for the initial and the high-pressurephase are shown in Fig. 6. The Raman modes show apositive pressure shift with a linear dependene, whihis reversible with pressure, at least up to 10 GPa, the

highest pressure ahieved in the �rst pressure run [30℄.The shaded area around 15 GPa shows the pressurerange of the irreversible phase transition to a newhigh-pressure phase. As an be seen from Fig. 6, thepressure dependenes of the 
(8) and 
(9) modes inthe downstroke pressure run are lose to the pressuredependenes of the orresponding group of modesHg(8) and Gg(6) of the initial 2D-R polymer loatedin this frequeny range. The pressure oe�ients of theRaman modes in the high-pressure phase vary between�1:4 and 4.7 m�1/GPa. They are smaller than thosein the initial 2D-R phase, ranging between �0:6 and7.2 m�1/GPa, whereas the pressure oe�ients inpristine C60 vary between �4:1 and 9.8 m�1/GPa[31℄. The pressure dependenes of the Raman modesstrongly indiate that the 2D-R polymer undergoes anirreversible transformation at a pressure near 15 GPa.The derease in the intensity of the Ag(2) modeand the enhanement of the neighboring Hg(8) andGg(6) modes in the pre-transitional pressure regionis reminisent of an analogous behavior exhibitedby these modes in the 2D-T polymeri phase of C60before its further polymerization under high pressure806



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012 Pressure and temperature indued transformations : : :Table 2. Phonon frequenies and pressure oe�ients of the 2D-R polymer of C60 and its high-pressure phase2D-R polymer of C60 High-pressure phaseMode !i, m�1 �!i=�P , m�1/GPa Mode !i, m�1 �!i=�P , m�1/GPaHg(1) 245 2.3 
(1) 228 1.3Hg(1) 267 2.8Hg(1) 308 3.4Hu(1) 342 0.6Gu(1) 406 �0:4 
(2) 397 3.1Hg(2) 415 0.2Hg(2) 438 2.2Hg(2) 451 0.9Ag(1) 492 1.1 
(3) 470 4.7F1u(1) 520 0.1F2g(1) 532 0.3F1g(1) 558 �0:2Hu(2) 579 0.8Hu(2) 596 1.4Hu(3) 640 0.4Hg(3) 695 �0:5 
(4) 705 �0:8Hg(3) 709 �0:6F2u(2) 712 1.8Hg(3) 731 �0:2Hg(4) 749 �0:2F2g(2) 749 1.8Hg(4) 767 0.4Hg(4) 776 0.3F2u(3) 827 1.0Hu(4) 856 0.8Gg(2) 958 5.0 
(5) 1025 �1:4F1g(2) 977 5.4Hg(5) 1078 3.9 
(6) 1086 0.3Hg(5) 1109 4.2Gg(3) 1158 7.2Hg(6) 1224 5.8Hg(6) 1230 6.2 
(7) 1244 0.6Hg(7) 1385 5.4Ag(2) 1410 5.6F1g(3) 1495 3.5Hg(8) 1554 3.7Hg(8) 1563 3.9 
(8) 1568 4.3Hg(8) 1569 4.3Gg(6) 1621 3.6Gg(6) 1627 3.8 
(9) 1638 3.3807
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Fig. 6. The pressure dependene of the Raman modes of the 2D-R polymer in the energy ranges (a) 820�1300 m�1 and(b) 1380�1720 m�1. Cirles (squares) represent data taken for the 2D-R polymer in the initial phase (high-pressure phase).The open (solid) symbols denote data taken for inreasing (dereasing) pressure runs. Solid lines are guides to eye. Theshaded area around 15 GPa denotes the pressure range of the phase transformation[27; 28℄. In addition, the derease in the pressureoe�ients in the high-pressure phase is an indiationof the 3D polymerization of the 2D-R polymer, inaordane with the known experimental data andtheoretial preditions that polymerized fullerenes be-ome harder as the degree of polymerization inreases[17; 20; 27; 28; 32; 36℄.The appliation of high pressure to planar polymersof C60 preferentially dereases the distane between thepolymeri layers due to the anisotropi ompressibilityof these materials. However, the reation of ovalentbonds is possible only between the C atoms belong-ing to moleules of adjaent layers and having optimalrelative orientations. The X-ray studies of the planarpolymers of C60 at pressures up to 6 GPa have shownthat the enter-to-enter distanes of the nearest C60ages between adjaent polymeri layers in the 2D-Rpolymer dereases more rapidly than those in the 2D-T polymer [37℄. However, the relative moleular ori-entations and the atom-to-atom distanes in the 2D-Tpolymer are preferable for the formation of regular o-valent bonds between moleules in adjaent polymerilayers [17; 27℄. We an assume that the new bonds in

the highly ompressed 2D-R polymer are randomly ori-ented due to nonoptimal moleular orientations. As aresult, the new high-pressure polymeri phase exhibitsa high degree of disorder due to random out-of-pla-ne bond formation. This behavior di�ers from thatof the Immm body-entered pseudo-tetragonal rystalstruture, whih provides optimal relative orientationsof C60 moleules and leads to the formation of regu-lar out-of-plane ovalent bonds manifested by narrowpeaks in the Raman spetra of the high-pressure phase[17; 27; 28; 36; 41; 42℄. We note that the inhomogeneityof the 2D-T polymeri samples onsisting of a mixtureof the Immm and P 42=mm tetragonal phases an re-sult in a spatially nonuniform Raman response of thehigh-pressure phase. The highly ordered high-pressurephase in the ompressed 2D-T polymer appears in anumber of small islands that have the Immm stru-ture and are dispersed in the sample [28℄. The rest ofthe sample has the P 42=mm struture and is hara-terized by a rather di�use Raman spetrum as well asby di�use X-ray spetra of the high-pressure phase [38℄,somewhat reminisent of the 2D-R polymer of C60.Finally, the Raman spetrum of the high-pressure808



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012 Pressure and temperature indued transformations : : :phase does not show signi�ant hanges after annea-ling for a long time at temperatures below 500 K. Ho-wever, the Raman spetrum of the annealed materialat the temperature 550 K ontains a relatively narrowand intense Raman band near 1464 m�1, related tothe PP mode orresponding to the ase of a mixture ofmonomers and dimers of C60 [39℄. On the other hand,di�erential sanning alorimetry experiments learlyshow the deomposition of linear and planar polymersof C60 in the temperature range near 530 K [43℄. Thus,the behavior of the reovered high-pressure phase ofthe 2D-R polymer is reminisent of the other poly-mers of C60 and we an onlude that the C60 moleu-lar ages are de�nitely preserved in the high-pressurephase. These results also show that the broadeningof the Raman bands of the high-pressure phase has anintrinsi origin and they do not originate from pressure-indued imperfetions and/or strutural defets [39℄.4. PRESSURE- AND PHOTO-INDUCEDTRANSFORMATIONS IN THE LINEARPOLYMER OF C60In this setion, we review the transformations of the1D-O polymer observed in Raman studies under highpressure and laser irradiation. In ontrast to the pris-tine fullerene, the 2D polymers of C60 withstand laserirradiation, whih does not ause their additional poly-merization [2; 8℄. The main e�et of laser irradiation isthe overheating of polymers within the laser beam spotat high laser intensities, whih results in their deompo-sition. Among the polymers, the linear 1D-O polymeris the most sensitive to laser irradiation, whih mayause the photo-indued transformations manifested inits Raman spetra at a relatively small laser power den-sity [44℄. In addition, the appliation of high pressureto the 1D-O polymer strongly enhanes the rate ofthe photo-indued transformation, whih ours evenat very low pressure and laser intensity [40; 45℄. Thelinear 1D-O polymer, in general, is less stable in om-parison with the planar polymers of C60. Its insta-bility was also observed at inreased temperature andpressure, namely at T = 873 K and P = 2:5 GPa;these onditions fall into the stability region of the 2D-T polymer in the pressure�temperature phase diagramof C60 [8; 46℄. The X-ray di�ration and Raman stud-ies of the linear 1D-O polymer annealed under thesetemperature/pressure onditions have shown its grad-ual transformation to the 2D-T polymeri phase. Adetailed investigation of the samples annealed undervarious time intervals has revealed that the transfor-
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Fig. 7. Raman spetra of (a) the initial 1D-O polymerat normal onditions and (b) the transformed 1D-Opolymer at 0:3 GPa reorded with di�erent exitationpower densities. Raman spetra of () 2D-T and (d)2D-R at ambient onditions are shown for ompari-sonmation proeeds via the intermediate dimer state (D)in a two-stage proess, from the linear 1D-O polymerto dimer D and then from dimer D to the planar 2D-Tpolymer [46℄.The Raman spetra of the 1D-O polymer underhigh pressure and room temperature show that thematerial transformation ourrs at any initial pressureupon loading the diamond anvil ell (see Fig. 7) [40℄.Figure 7a shows the Raman spetrum of the pris-tine 1D-O polymer reorded at ambient onditionsand Fig. 7b shows the Raman spetrum reorded inthe �rst pressure run with the starting pressure about0.3 GPa [40℄. This spetrum has quite a di�erent stru-ture: the majority of bands are split and the numberof peaks is inreased. The same behavior is observedfor other pressure runs at any starting pressure, evenas small as 0.1 GPa. The observed pressure-driventransformation is not typial: it is impossible to �ndthe threshold pressure using the diamond anvil ell be-ause of the small pressure resolution. For omparison,Figs. 7 and 7d show the Raman spetra of the planar809
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Fig. 8. X-ray di�ration pattern at normal onditionsof (a) the initial orthorhombi phase of C60 and (b) thepressure-treated 1D-O polymer after pressure release2D-T and 2D-R polymeri phases of C60, whih dif-fer signi�antly in the number, position, and relativeintensities of the peaks from that of the transformed1D-O polymer.It is important to note that the omparison of theX-ray di�ration pattern of the initial 1D-O polymerat normal onditions with that of the 1D-O polymertreated at 3 GPa has not revealed any di�erene be-tween them after pressure release. These data, shownin Fig. 8, are pratially idential; the positions of allpeaks are the same, while small di�erenes in peak in-tensities an be related to the powder material prepara-tion [40℄. On the other hand, the ex-situ Raman spe-trum of the pressure-treated 1D-O polymer, taken af-ter pressure release, is the same as the spetrum of theinitial polymer. At the same time, the transformationis learly observed in the in-situ high-pressure Ramanstudy, whih implies the ruial role of laser irradiationin this pressure-driven transition [40; 45℄.The stability of the 1D-O polymer under laser ir-radiation at ambient onditions was also studied atvarious laser power densities (Fig. 9) [44℄. The Ra-man spetra taken at laser power densities up to1280W/m2 (Figs. 9a and 9b) do not show any hangeswithin the time sale of the experiment. However, anew Raman band appears near 1446 m�1 in the Ra-man spetrum at the laser power density 3200 W/m2.Further inrease of the laser power density leads tothe enhanement of the new band; at the highestlaser power density of 25600 W/m2 (Fig. 9d), theRaman spetrum is reminisent of that of the photo-transformed 1D-O polymer taken at P = 0:1 GPa anda laser power density of 400 W/m2 (Fig. 9e) [44℄.
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Fig. 9. Raman spetra of the pristine 1D-O polymerreorded at ambient onditions and various exitationpower densities of the 514:5-nm Ar+ laser line (panelsa�d). The spetrum of the transformed 1D-O polymerat 0:1 GPa is also inluded (e)We note that the photo-indued polymerization of the1D-O polymer ours at the laser power density ap-proximately equal to 3200 W/m2, a value that on-siderably exeeds the value 5 W/m2 reported for thephoto-polymerization of the monomer C60 [2℄.The appliation of high pressure enhanes the pro-ess, resulting in an essential inrease in the photo-polymerization rate and in the redution of the laserpower density induing the transformation. The C60moleules in the ground state annot take part in the[2+2℄ yloaddition reation due to the Woodward�Ho�mann rule, whih states that the oupling of theC60 moleules in their ground state is not favorable dueto symmetry limitations [47℄. But the moleular orbitalof the exited state of C60, being populated by lightabsorption, has a symmetry favorable for the dimerformation. The formation of dimers at high pressure810
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Fig. 10. Raman spetra of the photo-transformed1D-O polymer of C60 at room temperature and var-ious pressures, reorded upon (a) pressure inrease and(b) pressure dereaseours without light irradiation [48℄ beause the pairinteration at high pressure is out of symmetry limita-tions. Hene, the simultaneous e�et of pressure andlight irradiation stimulates the polymerization proess,whih results in a onsiderable inrease in the polymer-ization rate.The strutural aspets of the observed pressu-re-enhaned photo-assisted transition were studied byin-situ X-ray powder di�ration measurements at highpressure using the diamond anvil ell; the results learlyshow the transformation of the 1D-O polymer to anew phase at a starting pressure of 0.2 GPa [49℄. Thepressure-driven transformation initiated by X-ray irra-diation is due to the onjuntion of adjaent linear poly-meri hains of the 1D-O polymer [49℄. Unfortunately,this study has not revealed the detailed struture of thenew polymeri phase beause the low-resolution di�ra-tion pro�les along with the small number of peaks didnot permit further re�nement.The photo-transformed 1D-O polymer is notstruturally stable upon pressure appliation, asRaman measurements at pressures up to 29 GPa haveshown [50; 51℄. Signi�ant hanges were observednear 15 GPa, where the Raman spetrum loses its�ne struture in all frequeny regions and beomesvery di�use. This transformation was preeded by arapid derease in the intensity of the peaks relatedto the Ag(2) mode of the pristine C60 aompaniedby a relative inrease in the intensities of the Hg(8)and Gg(6) modes. The broad Raman features in thespetrum of the high-pressure phase above 15 GPa

an be traed bak to the photo-transformed 1D-Opolymer of C60 and seem to inorporate the orrespon-ding group of the broad Raman bands of this phase.They are typial of a disordered phase; the peaksshift to lower energies upon pressure derease, withoutany observable hanges in their intensity distribution(Fig. 10b). The high-pressure phase is reovered atnormal onditions and remains stable at least forseveral hours.The pressure dependene of the Raman modefrequenies of the photo-transformed 1D-O poly-mer of C60 in the energy ranges 240�790 m�1 and860�1720 m�1 is shown in Fig. 11. All hanges inthe pressure dependene of all Raman modes arereversible with pressure if the pressure does not exeed12 GPa. The pressure oe�ients of some Ramanbands hange abruptly near 4 GPa. The slopesof the low-energy Raman modes at 288 m�1 and333 m�1 respetively hange from 8.4 m�1/GPato 2.2 m�1/GPa and from 2.7 m�1/GPa to0.04 m�1/GPa. For the high-frequeny modes at1429 m�1 and 1442 m�1, the respetive pressure o-e�ients hange from 3.2 m�1/GPa to 6.2 m�1/GPaand from 7.0 m�1/GPa to 4.0 m�1/GPa. In addi-tion, the band at 1559 m�1 splits near 4 GPa and thepressure oe�ients of the split omponents are slightlydi�erent: 4.9 m�1/GPa and 4.5 m�1/GPa for thehigher and lower-energy omponent, respetively. Thepeuliarities near 4 GPa an be an indiation of areversible strutural phase transition possibly relatedto minor hanges in the paking of the onjugatedlinear polymeri hains. However, a high-pressureX-ray powder di�ration study [49℄ has not revealedlear hanges in the di�ration patterns near 4 GPa.This an be related to the low resolution of the dataand to a small number of peaks, whih did not permitthe omplete re�nement of the struture in [49℄.The hanges in the Raman spetra near 15 GPaare apparently related to an irreversible transforma-tion. More spei�ally, the rapid disappearane of thePP mode in the pre-transitional pressure range, thedrasti broadening of Raman bands, and the behaviorupon pressure release provide unambiguous evideneof an irreversible transformation to a highly disorderedstate [50℄. This behavior is reminisent of the analogousbehavior of the 2D-R polymer of C60 before its furtherpolymerization under high pressure [30℄. As in the aseof the 2D-R polymer, the new bonds an be formed ina random way due to some distortion in the moleularorientations. As a result, the new high-pressure phaseexhibits a high degree of disorder haraterized by ran-dom polymerization.811
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0 10 20 30P; GPa 0 10 20 30P; GPaFig. 11. Pressure dependene of the Raman frequenies of the photo-transformed 1D-O polymer of C60 in the ranges (a)240�790 m�1 and (b) 860�1720 m�1. Cirles and squares represent data respetively taken upon two di�erent pressureruns up to 12 and 29 GPa. Stars denote the Raman frequenies of the initial 1D-O polymer at normal onditions. Theopen (solid) symbols represent data reorded upon pressure inrease (derease). Shaded areas around 4 and 15 GPa markpressure values where hanges in the pressure dependene were observedThe reovered sample was tested by means of miro-Raman probing in order to hek its stability at ambi-ent onditions. The high-pressure phase is metastable;it transforms without heating rather quikly to a phasethat demonstrates Raman features resembling those ofthe initial 1D-O polymer of C60. But a detailed analy-sis of the peak positions shows that the �nal material isa mixture of the monomer and the dimer of C60 [50; 51℄.The behavior of the reovered high-pressure phase ofthe photo-transformed 1D-O polymer di�ers from thatof the high-pressure phase of the 2D-R polymer, whihis more stable and transforms into a mixture of pristineand dimerized C60 only under sample annealing [30℄.5. THERMAL STABILITY OF FULLERENEPOLYMERSThe high-pressure phases of the planar and linearpolymers of C60 are metastable and transform underheating to a mixture of dimer and monomer formsof C60, as we have seen in the preeding setions.The initial linear and planar polymers of fullerene arealso very sensitive to heating; their stability at in-

reased temperatures was studied by di�erential san-ning alorimetry, X-ray di�ration, and Raman and IRspetrosopy [43; 52�55℄. These studies have revealedthat the heating to 560 K results in the destrutionof intermoleular C�C bonds and reversion to the ini-tial C60 monomer phase. The di�erential sanningalorimetry performed in various polymeri phases witha heating rate of 10�20 K/min show a strong endother-mi peak between 525 and 565 K, whih was not ob-served during the ooling san. The transition temper-ature depends on the polymeri phase and somewhaton the sanning rate, indiating that the polymer de-omposition proess is ontrolled by kinetis.The hange of enthalpy related to the ompletedeomposition of polymers is the highest for theC60 dimers, its value dereases for linear polymerihains and beomes smallest for the planar polymeriphases [43℄. Therefore, the free energy of the monomerstate is higher than the free energies of polymeriphases. The stability of the C60 monomer at ambientonditions is due to the energy barrier that separatespolymeri states from the monomer state [43℄. Theappearane of this barrier is related to a onsiderable812



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 4 (10), 2012 Pressure and temperature indued transformations : : :deformation, up to 5% in diameter [8℄, of the fullerenemoleular age in polymeri phases. The energy barrierfor the 2D-R polymer, obtained from the X-ray thermalexpansion measurements [52℄, is 1:9� 0:2 eV/moleule,whereas the alulated values are 1.6 eV/moleule [56℄and 1.7 eV/moleule [57℄.The di�erenes in the enthalpy hange betweenthe various polymeri phases and the kinetis ofpolymer deomposition suggest that the proess ofthe temperature-indued deomposition of polymerifullerene networks possibly involves formation of inter-mediate polymeri/oligomeri states. Studies of the in-termediate states an be based on the distint di�er-ene of the Raman frequenies of the PP mode for var-ious polymeri/oligomeri phases, whih allows theiridenti�ation during the deomposition proess. Theintermediate states formed during the deompositionof the 2D-R polymer of C60 were studied by spatiallyresolved Raman spetrosopy; the Raman spetra ofa number of small piees of polymers were measuredafter their treatment at various temperatures up to600 K [55; 58℄.Raman spetra of the 2D-R polymer measured inthe region of the Ag(2) mode, after sample treatmentfor 0.5 h at various temperatures, shown in Fig. 12 [58℄,do not manifest any detetable hanges up to the treat-ment temperature 510 K, while at higher temperatures,the Raman spetra hange signi�antly. The materialtransformation proeeds through an intermediate state;the Raman spetrum of the material treated at 523 Kshows weak peaks typial of the PP mode of the 2D-Tand the 1D-O polymer as well as of the C60 dimersand monomers that oexist with the PP mode of theinitial 2D-R polymer. Inlusion of 2D-T-like oligomersin the intermediate state an be dedued from the Ra-man line at approximately 1447 m�1, harateristi ofthe PP mode in the 2D-T polymer, while the Ramanpeak near 1459 m�1 suggests the presene of linearpolymeri hains.The kinetis of the 2D-R polymer deompositionwas studied, after the sample treatment at 513 K, fora duration between 0.5 and 2.0 h. Raman spetra inthe region of the Ag(2) PP mode indiate that themode intensity gradually dereases as the annealingtime inreases, whereas the intensity of the peaks asso-iated with the presene of the 2D-T- and the 1D-O-li-ke oligomers as well as with the monomeri C60 grad-ually inreases. The treatment for 2 h leads to theomplete deomposition of the 2D-R polymer beausethe Ag(2) mode peak attributed to the C60 monomerdominates the Raman spetrum. Figure 13 shows theintensity of the Ag(2) mode of the 2D-R polymer nor-
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Fig. 12. Raman spetra of the 2D-R polymer measuredat room temperature in the frequeny region of theAg(2) mode (left vertial line) after high-temperaturetreatment for 0:5 h at various temperatures. The ar-rows mark PP modes related to oligomers in a partiallydeomposed intermediate state. After the omplete de-omposition at 548 K, only the PP mode of monomerC60 remains in the spetrum (right vertial line)malized to the sum of the orresponding peaks asso-iated with all polymeri/oligomeri phases of C60 asa funtion of the treatment time for di�erent temper-atures [58℄. We an estimate the barrier between the2D-R polymer and monomer states beause the poly-mer deomposition time as a funtion of the treatmenttemperature obeys the Arrhenius equation�(T ) = A exp(EA=kBT );where EA is the ativation energy (in fat, theenergy barrier between the polymer and monomerstates), kB is the Boltzmann onstant, T is thetreatment temperature, and �(T ) is the temperature-dependent polymer deomposition time onstant, whilethe onstant A measured in time units is relatedto the harateristi phonon frequeny (the inset inFig. 13). The experimental value of the ativation en-813
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Fig. 13. Intensity of the Ag(2) peak of the initial2D-R polymer normalized to the sum of the Ag(2)peaks assoiated with the 2D-R polymer, 2D-T-li-ke, and 1D-O-like oligomers as well as with themonomer/dimer mixture of C60, as a funtion of theheat treatment time at temperatures 533 K (1 ), 523 K(2 ), 513 K (3 ), and 503 K (4 ). The data were av-eraged over di�erent samples and the error bars referto the standard error of the mean, while the lines areguides to the eye. Inset: Arrhenius plot of the poly-mer omplete deomposition time versus the treatmenttemperatureergy EA = 1:76� 0:07 eV/moleule obtained in [58℄ isin good agreement with theoretial alulations [57; 58℄.It is interesting that the estimations of the omplete de-omposition time of the 2D-R polymer from the abovedata gives 450 million years at normal onditions, butit ollapses to 62 h at T = 473 K. Thus, the fullerenepolymers demonstrate rather large fragility at inreasedtemperatures, whih may be a reason limiting theirprospets for pratial use.6. CONCLUSIONSThe 2D-T polymer of C60 undergoes an irreversiblephase transition near 20 GPa. The prominent Raman

peaks related to the fullerene age and the irreversibil-ity of the high-pressure phase support the assumptionof an ordered 3D ross-linked struture. The X-raystudy of the 2D-T polymer at high pressure on�rmsthe transition near 24 GPa assoiated with the forma-tion of interlayer 3+3 yloaddition along the body di-agonal. The high-pressure 3D polymeri phase demon-strates high hardness; the bulk modulus determinedfrom X-ray data is 407 GPa, whih is slightly smallerthan that of diamond (443 GPa).The 2D-R polymer of C60 under high pressure un-dergoes an irreversible transformation at P � 15 GPa.The di�use Raman spetrum of the high-pressure phaseis typial of a disordered phase. The high-pressurephase is formed in the 2D-R polymer, most likely, byrandom reation of ovalent bonds between adjaentpolymeri layers due to the various distortions in mo-leular orientations.The linear 1D-O polymer of C60 is sensitive to laserirradiation and transforms into a new polymeri phaseunder irradiation at laser power densities two ordersof magnitude higher than that needed for the polymer-ization of the C60 monomer. The photo-polymerizationrate drastially inreases under pressure and the trans-formation beomes almost instantaneous. The stru-ture of the pressure-enhaned photo-indued 1D-Opolymer is assoiated with the onjugation of the ad-jaent polymeri hains. The photo-transformed 1D-Opolymer of C60 shows further polymerization at about15 GPa to a 3D ross-linked disordered phase hara-terized by di�use Raman spetra.The high-pressure phases of linear and planarrystalline polymers of C60 reovered to ambientonditions are metastable and transform under heatinginto a mixture of pristine and dimerized C60. Thisbehavior is similar to the behavior of other polymerifullerene states, whih deompose near 535 K. Theestimated omplete deomposition time of the 2D-Rpolymer is 450 million years at normal onditions,whereas it ollapses to 62 h at 473 K. The fullerenepolymers demonstrate rather large fragility at in-reased temperatures.Support of the RFBR (Russia) and the General Se-retariat for Researh and Tehnology (Greee) is grate-fully aknowledged. The authors thank Drs. J. Arvan-itidis, D. Christo�los, K. Papagelis, S. Assimopoulos,A. Soldatov, T. Wägberg, S. Yamanaka, V. Davydov,and V. Agafonov for their help with the preparationand haraterization of various polymers of C60, andProfs. Y. Iwasa, B. Sundqvist, K. Prassides, and S. Vesfor the helpful ollaboration.814
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